Happy Holidays,
share some
cheer!
Create a card
for someone dear
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Cuddle up to a night
time drink.
Hot cocoa would be
nice, don’t you think?
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Sweet candy shaped
like a hook.

Create a wreath
full of jolly.

Put them in secret
places for friends &
family—and where
they would look

And don’t forget
to add bits of
holly.
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Star light, star
bright.

Holiday cookies
are fun to make!

Take some time
to see some
festive lights

Roll them out or
do slice and bake
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Sing a song for all
to hear.

Holidays are
coming near.

‘Tis season to
bring merry and
cheer!

Make or buy a
present for
someone dear
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Holiday movies are so
much fun.

Charades and games
are fun, no doubt

Pick a great one and
watch it with
someone

Use your wit to figure
the clues out!
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Try your hand at
making some art

The 12 days of Jolly has
come to an end

Give your creation to
someone dear to your
heart

Do something fun with
your family or a friend
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12 Days of Jolly Suggestion's
Make a card for a soldier
Make a card for your parent or grandparent
Make a card for a teacher or mailman
Make some hot cocoa for a loved one or yourself
Try a new flavor combo, like adding a candy cane
Don’t care for cocoa, then try tea, cider or other drinks
Place some candy canes on doorsteps, cars, mailboxes—or even
hidden inside your house--or a treat for others
Help an adult make a wreath
Make a paper wreath or an ornament wreath
Drive around to see some lights or visit a light festival
Help put up some lights
Try to make some new recipes
Gift them to family or friends
Learn a new holiday song to share
Sing a familiar holiday song to a loved one or a senior home

Day 8

•

Make a heartfelt gift like breakfast in bed or a handmade card
for someone you care for

Day 9

•

Watch a holiday movie with some snacks. You can try a new one
to you or watch an old favorite

Day 10

•

Play a holiday game like holiday Pictionary, bingo, or charades.
You can also do minute to win it, holiday edition.

Day 11

•

A wonderful artsy gift is a drawing or painting, but could also be
a bracelet, picture frame, something sculptured out of clay, etc.

Day 12

•

This last day is up to you. Do something fun that gets you into
the jolly spirit.

